BODY
Culture, Body, Gender, Sexuality in Adult Trainings
www.bodyproject.eu

Objectives:
The BODY project engages in exploring the impact of cultural differences related to body, health, gender and sexuality in adult training activities. Based on a the Consortium will to make the trainings a source of personal and social development and a space for intercultural dialogue

Activities:
* Participatory research relying on adult trainers’ own experiences
* Developing approaches and tools that help the integration of relevant cultural differences in adult trainings’ content and methodology
* Focus Group session applying the Cohen-Emerique methodology
* Production of learning material and implementation ‘Grundtvig in-service Training Course’

Follow the project IN ACTION

Results:
BODY Results:
* Critical Incident Reader (Full version)  en | fr | dk | nl | hu | it  (Short version)  en | fr | dk | nl | hu | it
* Critical Incidents Research  en | fr | dk | nl | hu | it
* Critical Incidents by key topic (EN only)  Health | Gender | Sexuality | Disability | Body
* Anthology Reader on cultural differences  en | fr | dk | nl | hu | it
* Bibliographic References  en
* Best Practice Reader  en | fr | dk | nl | hu | it
* Best Practice ONLINE TOOL
* European Pilot training (30 hours / 5 days)  Capacity building for Adult Trainers in the EU
* Manual of trainers’ training  en | fr | dk | nl | hu | it
* BODY IN CULTURE – CULTURE IN BODY  International Conference
* LEARNING KITS  Health | Gender | Sexuality | Disability | Body  (English only)

Partners:
* Coordinator: Élan Interculturel (France)
* MHT Consult (Denmark)
* KVG Katholieke Vereniging Gehandicapten Vormingsbeweging vzw (Belgium)
* Ars Erotica Foundation (Hungary)

Date of project: 01/11/2011 – 31/10/2013


Contact:
CESIE: luisa.ardizzone@cesie.org
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